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 వ్యోమ పరీక్షలు ఎందుకు రాయాలి? 

• APPSC పరీక్షల స్థా యిలో చాపటర్ వథరీగథ టెస్టట  సిరీస్ట మరియు మాక్ టెస్టట్ ప ై దృష్ిట  
స్థరిించే ఏక ైక సింసా 

• సిలబస్ట ను శథస్ర ీయింగథ చినన చినన భాగథలుగథ విభజించి చాపటర్ వ ైస్ట టెస్టట్ 
రూప ింద ించాిం, మీరు APPSC పరీక్ష రథసే సమయానికి మీకు సలిబస్ట దాదాపు 
15 స్థరుు  పునఃశ్ఛరణ అవుత ింద  

• అత ుననతమ ైన విషయ నిపుణలచే తయారు చసేిన పరీక్షలు 
• మా టెస్టట  సిరీస్ట లో 60%-70% విశలుషణాతమక పరశ్నలు ఉింటాయి ఇవి మీ స్థా యిని 

పరీక్షించవే,ే కథవున మీరు APPSC నిరవహ ించే పరీక్షను సులభింగథ 
రథయగలుగుతారు 

• మా ఒకక పరశ్న 3 నుిండష 5 చినన పరశ్నలకు సమానిం 
• పరతి టెస్టట  నుిండష ఇింకో టెస్టట  కు వ ళ్లు కొద ి  మీ ఆతమ విశథవసిం ప రుగుత ింద  
• మా ఆన్ ల నై్ పరీక్ష పూరిర అవగథనే మీకు జవథబులు వివరణాతమక మరియు 

విశలుషణాతమక రూపింలో లభిస్థర యి 

• మా పరీక్షలు రథయడిం వలన మీకు రథషట ర స్థా యి, జోనల్ వథరీగథ రథుింక్్ లభిస్థర యి, 

మీకు మించి రథుింక్్ రథవడిం వలు  మీ ఆతమ విశథవసిం ప రుగుత ింద  
• పరీక్ష ముగిసని తరథవత మీకు సబజక్ట్ ప ై పటటట  మరియు ఎకకడ తపుు చేసుర నానరో 

తెలుసుకోవచ్ుు 
• మా పరీక్షలు రథయడిం వలన మీకు టెైిం మేనేజ మింట్ ఎలా చేసుకోవథలో కూడా 

తెలుసుర ింద  
• మా టెస్టట  సిరీస్ట రథయడిం వలన మీకు APPSC నిరవహ ించే పరీక్షలో మీ మారుకలు 

ప ించ్డానికి సహాయపడుత ిందని మేము ఖచిుతింగథ భావిసుర నానము. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Q) Who has presented Swachh Survekhshan-

2019 Awards in New Delhi?(నయుఢషల్లులో స్థవచ్ 

సరవవక్షన్ -2019 అవథరుు లను ఎవరు పరధానిం 

చేశథరు?)  

A. Hardeep Singh Puri  

B. Shri Narendra Modi  

C. Shri Ram Nath Kovind  

D. Shri Venkaiah Naidu 

Answer: Option C  

Explanation:  

President Ram Nath Kovind has presented 

Swachh Survekhshan-2019 Awards in New 

Delhi. Indore bagged award for the cleanest 

city for third straight year in Swachh 

Survekshan. New Delhi Municipal Council 

area gets cleanest small city award while 

Uttarakhand's Gauchar was adjudged Best 

Ganga Town in the survey. Top-ranked cities 

received a statue of Father of the Nation 

Mahatma Gandhi as the award for their 

work towards cleanliness. Swachh 

Survekshan 2019 covered all Urban Local 

Bodies in the country, making it the largest 

such cleanliness survey in the world.  

 

Q) Who was named the youngest self-made 

billionaire according to Forbes 

magazine?(ఫో ర్స్ మాుగజ ైన్ పరకథరిం, స్ ింతింగథ 
బిలియనీర్ అయిన అతి తకుకవ వయసు్ వుకిర 
ఎవరు?)  

A. Eduardo Saverin  

B. Jeff Bezos  

C. Mark Zuckerberg  

D. Kylie Jenner  

Answer: Option D  

Explanation:  

Kylie Jenner was named the youngest self-

made billionaire of all time by Forbes 

magazine, thanks to the booming cosmetics 

company she founded three years ago. 

Jenner, 21, the half-sister of reality television 

stars Kim, Khloe and Kourtney Kardashian, 

made it onto the annual Forbes list of 

billionaires after debuting her Kylie 

Cosmetics online in 2015 with $29 lip kits 

containing matching lipstick and lip liner.  

 

Q) Sampriti-2019' is a joint military exercise 

between which of the following 

countries?(''సింప్రతి -2019 'అనేద  ఈ కిరింద  దశేథల 

మధ్ు ఉమమడష స ైనిక అభాుసిం?)  

A. India and Bangladesh  

B. India and US  

C. India and Iran  

D. India and Brazil 

Answer: Option A  

Explanation:  

The eighth edition of joint military exercise 

'Sampriti-2019' between the armies of India 

and Bangladesh was commenced on 3rd 

March, 2019, which aimed to increase 

mutual cooperation and camaraderie with 

an impressive ceremony in Tangail, 

Bangladesh.This exercise will be conducted 

till 15th March as a part of the ongoing 

India-Bangladesh defence cooperation.The 

motive behind this exercise is to hone their 

tactical and technical skills in countering 

insurgency, counter terrorism and aid to civil 

authorities for disaster management in an 



 

 

UN peace keeping scenario involving a 

combined deployment at a battalion level. 

 

Q) Which company bagged the International 

Sustainability Award - 'Green Era Award for 

Sustainability'?  

A. Royal Enfield India  

B. TVS Motor Company  

C. Ashok Leyland  

D. KTM  

Answer: Option B  

Explanation:  

TVS Motor Company has recently bagged the 

International Sustainability Award - 'Green 

Era Award for Sustainability' in Lisbon, 

Portugal. The company also won the 'Quality 

and Business Excellence Award' in 

acknowledgment of its endeavor to create 

new benchmarks in product quality. The 

'Green Era Award for Sustainability' was set 

up to recognize the true global exemplars 

who have been innovative and creative in 

pursuing the sustainable imperative. TVS 

Motor Company bagged the award because 

of its sincere commitment towards being a 

responsible manufacturer. The company has 

bagged this award for the second time.  

 

Q) The Government of India (GoI) has 

recently declared which of the following time 

periods as the Year of construction 

technology?(కవిందర పరభుతవిం ఇటీవల నిరథమణాతమక 

స్థింకవతిక పరిజఞా న సింవత్రింగథ ఈ కిరింద  వథనిలో ఏ 

సింవత్రథనిన పరకట ించిింద ?)  

A. 2022-2024  

B. 2019-2020  

C. 2020-2021  

D. 2021-2022  

Answer: Option B  

Explanation:  

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has recently 

addressed the Construction Technology India 

2019 conference on 'Global Housing 

Technology Challenge', in New Delhi. Here, 

PM Modi declared the 2019-2020 as the Year 

of construction technology in a bid to 

increase the use of modern technology in the 

construction sector. The purpose of the 2-day 

conference was to identify innovative and 

globally established technologies that can be 

used in the Indian context. In the event, 

developers, academia, technology providers, 

researchers etc. participated. Those 

technologies which are identified during the 

conference will be invited to design and build 

lighthouse projects of around one thousand 

housing units each in Gujarat, Madhya 

Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Jharkhand, Tripura and 

Uttar Pradesh.  

 

Q) Mukesh Ambani secured __________ 

place in the Forbes list of the ultra 

wealthy.(ఫో ర్స్ జఞబితాలో ముకవష్ అింబానీ 

__________ స్థా నింలో నిలిచారు.)  

A. 8th  

B. 13th  

C. 12th  

D. 16th  

Answer: Option B  

Explanation:  



 

 

In the release of the latest Forbes list of the 

ultra wealthy, Mukesh Ambani, chairman of 

Reliance Industries, secured 13th place. Jeff 

Bezos remains the world's richest person 

with a wealth of $131 billion. Secondly, Bill 

Gates ranks second with wealth worth $96.5 

billion and Warren Buffett in 3rd position. 

Forbes List: Forbes List can refer to one of the 

lists published annually by the American 

magazine Forbes, including: (i) The Forbes 

400 list of the wealthiest people in the United 

States (ii) The World's Billionaires, a list of all 

the people with a net worth over $1 billion.  

 

Q) US and this country end Military Exercises 

'Foal Eagle 2019' And 'Key Resolve' 

recently.(అమ రికథ మరియు ఈ కిరింద  వథనిలో ఏ 

దేశ్ిం ఇటవీల Foal Eagle 2019' మరియు 'Key 

Resolve' ఉమమడష స నైిక అభాుస్థలకు ముగిింపు 
పలికథయి?)  

A. Japan  

B. North Korea  

C. South Korea  

D. Pakistan  

Answer: Option C  

Explanation:  

The United States and South Korea decided 

to call off their joint exercise "Foal Eagle" 

and "Key Resolve" and instead bifurcate 

them into smaller exercises. This is being 

done to ease tensions with North Korea. "Key 

Resolve" will be replaced by "Dongmaeng" 

which is also known as alliance in English, 

Foal Eagle drills will be replaced by a smaller 

battalion-sized exercise. This decision has 

been made after there was a failure to reach 

an agreement on denuclearisation during the 

summit in Hanoi, Vietnam between President 

Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim 

Jong Un.  

 

Q) The Government of India, and this state 

government signs a Loan Agreement with 

the World Bank for USD 25.2 Million.(భారత 

పరభుతవిం, మరియు ఈ కిరింద  వథనిలో ఏ రథషట ర 
పరభుతవిం 25.2 మిలియన్ డాలరు  రుణ ఒపుిందానిన 

పరపించ్ిం బాుింకు తో కుదురుుకునానయి?)  

A. Uttarakhand  

B. Madhya Pradesh  

C. Rajasthan  

D. Chhattisgarh  

Answer: Option D  

Explanation:  

The Government of India, the State 

Government of Chhattisgarh and the World 

Bank signed a $25.2 Million Loan Agreement 

to support the State's Reforms in Expenditure 

Management. This support will cover 

Expenditure Planning, Investment 

Management, Budget Execution, Public 

Procurement, and Accountability. The 

Chhattisgarh Public Financial Management 

and Accountability Program, which is the 

First Bank-Financed State-Level Project in 

Chhattisgarh in nearly a decade, will also 

help the State strengthen its Direct Benefit 

Transfer (DBT) and Tax Administration 

Systems.  

 

Q) Who sets 7th World Record By Providing 

Artificial Legs?(కృతిరమ కథళ్ళను అింద ించ్డిం 



 

 

దావరథ 7 వ పరపించ్ రికథరుు ను ఎవరు నమోదు 
చేసుకునానరు?)  

A. DIPP(Department of Industrial Policy 

and Promotion)  

B. DEPwD(Department of 

Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities 

(Divyangjan))  

C. DSIR(Department of Scientific and 

Industrial Research)  

D. Department of Research and 

Education  

Answer: Option B  

Explanation:  

Union Minister Thaawar Chand Gehlot said 

the Department of Empowerment of Persons 

with Disabilities (DEPwD) has set its seventh 

Guinness world record with 260 people in 

Gujarat's Bharuch getting 'Modern Artificial 

Limbs (Legs)' implanted within eight hours. 

The DEPwD under the Ministry of Social 

Justice and Empowerment had previously set 

six Guinness world records in other 

categories.  

 

Q) Who has inaugurated 'Azaadi Ke Diwane' 

museum at Red Fort in New 

Delhi?(నయుఢషల్లులోని ఎరరకోట వది 'అజఞడ ీకవ ద వథన్' 

మయుజయింను ఎవరు పథర రింభిించారు?)  

A. Mahesh Sharma  

B. Narendra Modi  

C. Ramnath Kovind  

D. Santosh Gangwar  

Answer: Option A  

Explanation:  

Union Minister Mahesh Sharma has 

inaugurated 'Azaadi Ke Diwane' museum, 

dedicated to the unsung heroes of the 

country's freedom struggle, on the Red Fort 

premises in New Delhi. Built by the 

Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), the 

museum is the fifth in a series of recently 

inaugurated ones - the others being the 

Subhash Chandra Bose and INA museum, the 

Yaad-e-Jallian museum, the Museum on 1857 

(on the country's first war of Independence) 

the Drishyakala (a museum on Indian Art) on 

the sacrifices of India's freedom fighters.  

 

Q) China slashes its GDP target to 6 to 

__________ % recently.(చెనైా దాని జడషపి 
లక్యునిన 6 నుిండష __________% కి ఇటవీల 

తగిగించిింద .)  

A. 6.5  

B. 7.4  

C. 6.3  

D. 6.2    

Answer: Option A  

Explanation:  

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang has expressed 

concern that the country will face a graver 

and more complicated environment to 

development, amid an ongoing trade war 

with the US and continued economic 

slowdown. The world's second-largest 

economy has slashed its GDP target to 6.00 

to 6.50 percent this year.  

 

Q) Which state disaster management 

authority has been honoured with the 



 

 

coveted SKOCH award 2018?(ఈ కిరింద  వథనిలో ఏ 

రథష్టథట ర నిక ిసింబింధ ించిన విపత ర  నిరవహణ ఇటవీల 

SKOCH 2018 అవథరుు  ప ింద ింద ?)  

A. Andhra Pradesh  

B. Tamil Nadu  

C. Odisha  

D. Kerala 

Answer: Option C  

Explanation:  

The Odisha State Disaster Management 

Authority (OSDMA) has been honoured with 

the coveted SKOCH award for 2018 for its 

remarkable achievements in the field of 

disaster management at the 56th SKOTCH 

Summit at New Delhi on February 25, 2019. 

The Skoch award covers the best efforts in 

the areas of finance, governance, banking, 

disaster management, technology, 

economics and inclusive growth.  

 

Q) Nalbana Bird Sanctury is located in 

(నలాసన పక్షుల అభయారణుిం ఎకకడ ఉింద )  

A) ఆింధ్ర పరదేశ్  

B) తమిళ్నాడు  

C) తెలింగథణ  

D) ఒడషశథ  

Solution: d)  

Explanation :  

Nalbana Bird Sanctuary is the core area of 

the Ramsar designated wetlands of Chilika 

Lake, Odisha.  

The Bombay Natural History Society (BNHS) 

started operating its first regional centre on 

the campus of Wetland Research and 

Training Centre near Chilika Lake. The 

avifauna observatory will carry out research 

on avian disease by collecting samples and 

monitor Nalabana Bird Sanctuary.  

 

Q)Consider the following statements about 

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund 

(NIIF).(జఞతీయ ప టటట బడుల మరియు మౌలిక 

నిధ (NIIF))  

1)It is also called as National Investment 

Fund.  

2)It aims at infrastructure development in 

commercially viable projects, both Greenfield 

and brownfield, including stalled 

projects.(దీని యొకక లక్షుిం గీరన్ ఫల్్ు  మరయిు బరర న్ 

ఫ్ల్ు  ర ిండు నిలిచిపో యిన పథర జ కుట ల మరియు 
వథణిజుపరింగథ యోగుమ నై పథర జ కుట ల మౌలిక 

సదుపథయాల అభివృద ి.)  

3) The NIIF is established as Alternate 

Investment Funds (AIF) under the SEBI 

Regulations.(NIIF స బీ నిబింధ్నల పరకథరిం 

పరతాుమానయ ప టటట బడుల నిధ  (AIF) గథ 
స్థా పిించ్బడషింద .)  

Which of the above statements is/are 

correct?  

 a) 1, 2  

  b) 2, 3  

  c) 1, 3  

  d) 1, 2, 3 

Solution: b)  



 

 

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund 

(NIIF) is a fund created by the Government of 

India for enhancing infrastructure financing 

in the country.  

This is different from the National 

Investment Fund.  

NIIF is envisaged as a fund of funds with the 

ability to make direct investments as 

required. As a fund of fund it may invest in 

other SEBI registered funds.  

The objective of NIIF would be to maximize 

economic impact mainly through 

infrastructure development in commercially 

viable projects, both Greenfield and 

brownfield, including stalled projects. It 

could also consider other nationally 

important projects, for example, in 

manufacturing, if commercially viable.  

As per the operational framework approved 

on 20 August 2015 NIIF is not a single entity. 

There can be more than one fund. The NIIF 

will be established as one or more Alternate 

Investment Funds (AIF) under the SEBI 

Regulations. 

 

Q) 5 మారిు 2019 న పరధాన మింతిర శ్రమ యోగి 

మాన్ ధ్న్  యోజన పథకథనిన పరధాని నరవిందర మోడీ 
ఎకకడ పథర రింభిించారు?  

a) పో రసిందర్,గుజరథత్  

b) గథింధనీగర్,గుజరథత్  

c) ముింబ ై, మహారథషట ర  

d) పథటాన, బీహార్  

Solution: b)  

 

Q) Consider the following statements about 

Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi Maan-dhan 

(PM-SYM)  

1) PM-SYM is a voluntary and contributory 

pension scheme.  

2) It was launched by Union Ministry of 

Finance.  

3) The unorganised sector workers, with 

income of less than Rs 20,000 per month are 

eligible for the scheme.  

4) If the subscriber dies during the receipt of 

pension, his or her spouse will be entitled to 

receive 100 percent of the pension.  

Which of the above statements is/are 

incorrect?  

  a) 1, 2, 3  

  b) 2, 3, 4  

  c) 1, 3  

  d) 1, 2, 3, 4  

Solution: b)  

The Union Ministry of Labour and 

Employment has launched the Pradhan 

Mantri Shram Yogi Maan-dhan Yojana (PM-

SYM), a mega pension scheme for 

unorganised sector. The scheme was 

announced in the Interim Budget 2019-20.  

PM-SYM is a voluntary and contributory 

pension scheme that will engage as many as 

42 crore workers in the unorganised sector.  

Eligibility:  

The unorganised sector workers, with income 

of less than Rs 15,000 per month and who 

belong to the entry age group of 18-40 years, 

will be eligible for the scheme.Those workers 

should not be covered under New Pension 

Scheme (NPS), Employees’ State Insurance 



 

 

Corporation (ESIC) scheme or Employees’ 

Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO).He or 

she should not be an income tax payer.  

Benefits:  

Minimum Assured Pension:Each subscriber 

under the scheme will receive minimum 

assured pension of Rs 3000 per month after 

attaining the age of 60 years.In case of death 

during receipt of pension:If the subscriber 

dies during the receipt of pension, his or her 

spouse will be entitled to receive 50 percent 

of the pension as family pension. This family 

pension is applicable only to spouse.In case 

of death before the age of 60 years:If a 

beneficiary has given regular contribution 

and dies before attaining the age of 60 years, 

his or her spouse will be entitled to continue 

the scheme subsequently by payment of 

regular contribution or may even exit the 

scheme.  

Contribution:  

Contribution by the Subscriber:The subscriber 

is required to contribute the prescribed 

contribution amount from the age of joining 

the scheme till the age of 60 years.Medium 

of contribution:The subscriber can contribute 

to the PM-SYM through ‘auto-debit’ facility 

from his or her savings bank account or from 

his or her Jan- Dhan account.Equal 

contribution by the Central 

Government:Under the PM-SYM, the 

prescribed age-specific contribution by the 

beneficiary and the matching contribution by 

the Central Government will be made on a 

‘50:50 basis’.  

 

Q) NASA’s ICESat-2 mission aims to  

  a) To explore the presence of ice on mars  

  b) Mapping melting ice sheets in Greenland 

and Antarctica  

  c) Understanding the sea level rise across 

the globe  

  d) Both b and c  

NASA యొకక ICESAT-2 మిషన్ లక్షుిం  

a) Mars ప  ైమించ్ు గడు  ఉనికనిి అనేవష్ిించ్డానికి  

b) గీరనాు ిండ్ మరియు అింటారికట కథలో దరవీభవన 

మించ్ు పలకలు మాుపిింగ్  

c) పరపించ్వథుపరింగథ సముదర మటటిం అధ్ుయనిం 

Solution: d)  

   

NASA’s ICESat-2 — has mapped melting ice 

sheets in Antarctica and the resulting sea 

level rise across the globe, which could help 

improve climate forecasts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


